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Abstract. We present a technique for handling the true synchrony hy-
pothesis and (infinite) loops in real-time programming. The technique is
based on the notion of projections and iterations in Duration Calculus.
With this technique, the semantics of real-time programs with shared
variables is given in a simple way, and the verification can be done using
DC∗ proof system.

1 Introduction

Duration Calculus (DC) was introduced by Zhou, Hoare and Ravn in 1991 ([2])
as a logic to specify the requirements for real-time systems. DC has been proved
to be a powerful and simple logic for reasoning about real-time systems, and has
been used successfully in many case studies, see e.g. [17, 9] [7, 14]. In our recent
work [8], we extended DC with iterations and studied a subclass of the extended
calculus formulas that can express the regular behaviour of real-time programs
in a very natural and intuitive way which can be considered as a design language.
Our aim in this paper is to try to use the formulas in this class to give semantic
for real-time programs with shared variables.

Verification and analysis of parallel programs with shared variables have
attracted a great deal of attention for long time since Owicki and Gries’s work
in 1976 ([11]). Verification and analysis of real-time parallel programs are even
more difficult. Toward this aim, many attempts have been done to use logics for
formalising the behaviour of real-time programs. The challenges are as follows:

– How to handle the true synchrony hypothesis which says that computation
and communication do not take time, only the waiting for external synchro-
nisation or explicit delay statements take time. This hypothesis simplifies
the behaviour of real-time systems when time is discrete. When time is con-
tinuous, ones have to deal with chopping points.

– How to handle infinite behaviours and finite behaviours in the same logical
formalism. Most of the logics cannot express both kinds of behaviours.

– How to handle the loops in the programs that the number of iterations cannot
be known before hand.



Among these attempts, some work have used DC as logical framework for
formalising (see, e.g. [3, 15, 12, 13]). In order to overcome the above challenges,
they have to introduce a special time structure called weakly monotonic time, to
extend DC with infinite intervals over weakly monotonic time, and to introduce
the recursion in their extended DC. Because of these extensions, the calculus
becomes complicated and perhaps losses the completeness. Besides, they have to
deal with a special and strange situation in which time stops. This makes their
semantics complicated and not easy to read.

Our approach to give the semantics to parallel real-time programs with share
variables in this paper is as follows. To handle the loops in the programs, we use
iteration in DC∗. This notion is not as powerful as recursion, but is much simpler,
and is good enough for our purpose. Note that DC∗ with simple occurrences of
∗ is still complete (see [8]). To handle the true synchrony hypothesis, we use
the projection over state variables. The idea is that it should says more precisely
that the computation and communication do take time, but the time spent in the
computation and communication is so small that it is negligible. We introduce a
special state variable V . V is present at time t iff computation or communication
is not being taken at t. So the time that V is absent is for computation or
communication which is negligible. Projection of the behaviour of the programs
on V , i.e. removal of the part of time at which V is false will give the behaviour
at the real-time. Therefore, the only thing we have to do to handle the true
synchrony hypothesis is to replace the metric of time by

∫
V , the duration of

V in DC. To handle the infinite behaviour, we do not need any extension of
DC to include the neighbourhood or inf modality to specify infinite intervals
(as in the papers [1, 3]). We handle this matter in the definition of program
semantic. That is, we define semantic of a program as a pair of formulas. The
first formula specifies the finite behaviours of the program in the interval from
the time it starts to the time it terminates. The second formula specifies the
infinite behaviours of the program in the all intervals from the time it starts to
the time that is big enough. It turns out that in this way, we do not need any
extension of DC other than iteration, but we can give a simple and intuitive
semantic to the real-time programs with share variables.

The paper is organised as follows. The next section gives a brief of DC∗

(DC with iteration) and simple DC∗. In Section 3, we define the projection in
DC∗ and give semantic for real-time programs with share variables in simple
DC∗. Section 4 presents our verification techniques, and the last section is the
conclusion of the paper.

2 DC�

Duration Calculus with iteration (DC∗) is a conservative extension of Duration
Calculus. The readers are referred to [8] for the details of the proof system and
the results on completeness and decidability of the calculus. In this section, we
give the syntax and semantic of the calculus language.
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2.1 Language

A language for DC∗ is built starting from the following sets of symbols: a set of
constant symbols {a, b, c, . . .}, a set of individual variables {x, y, z, . . .}, a set of
state variables {P,Q, . . .}, a set of function symbols {f, g, . . .}, a set of relation
symbols {R,U, . . .}, These sets are required to be pairwise disjoint and disjoint
with the set {0,⊥,¬,∨, _, ∗, ∃, ∫ , (, )}. Besides, 0 should be one of the constant
symbols; + should be a binary function symbol; = and ≤ should be binary
relation symbols.

Given the sets of symbols, a DC∗ language definition is essentially that of
the sets of state expressions S, terms t and formulas ϕ of the language. These
sets can be defined by the following BNFs:

S =̂ 0 | P | ¬S | S ∨ S
t =̂ c | x | ∫

S | f(t, . . . , t)
ϕ =̂ R(t, . . . , t) | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∨ ϕ) | (ϕ_ϕ) | (ϕ∗) | ∃xϕ

2.2 Semantics

In this section, we denote by I the set of the bounded intervals over the set of
real numbers R, {[τ1, τ2] | τ1, τ2 ∈ R, τ1 ≤ τ2}.

Given a DC∗ language L, a model for L is an interpretation I of the symbols
of L that satisfies the following conditions: I(c), I(x) ∈ R for constant symbols
c and individual variables x; I(f) : Rn → R for n-place function symbols f , and
I(R) : Rn → {0, 1} for n-place relation symbols R; I(P ) : R → {0, 1} for state
variable P Besides, I(0) = 0

The following condition, known as finite variability of state, is imposed on
interpretations:
For every [τ1, τ2] ∈ I such that τ1 < τ2, and every state variable S there exist
τ ′1, . . . , τ

′
n ∈ R such that τ1 = τ ′1 < . . . < τ ′n = τ2 and I(S) is constant on the

intervals (τ ′i , τ
′
i+1), i = 1, . . . , n− 1.

Definition 1. Given a DC interpretation I for the DC∗ language L, the mean-
ing of state expressions S in L under I, SI : R → {0, 1}, is defined inductively
as follows: for all τ ∈ R

0I(τ) =̂ 0
PI(τ) =̂ I(P )(τ) for state variables P
(¬S)I(τ) =̂ 1− SI(τ)
(S1 ∨ S2)I(τ) =̂ max((S1)I(τ), (S2)I(τ))

Given an interval [τ1, τ2] ∈ I, the meaning of a term t in L under I is a number
Iτ2

τ1
(t) ∈ R defined inductively as follows:

Iτ2
τ1

(c) =̂ I(c) for constant symbols c,
Iτ2

τ1
(x) =̂ I(x) for individual variables x,

Iτ2
τ1

(
∫

S) =̂
τ2∫
τ1

SI(τ)dτ for state expressions S,

Iτ2
τ1

(f(t1, . . . , tn)) =̂ I(f)(Iτ2
τ1

(t1), . . . , Iτ2
τ1

(tn)) for n-place function
symbols f.
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The definitions given so far are relevant to the semantics of DC in general.
The extension to the semantics that comes with DC∗ appears in the definition
of the |= relation below. Let us recall the following tradition relation on inter-
pretations.

Definition 2. Let I, J be interpretations of the symbols of the same DC∗ lan-
guage L. Let x be a symbol in L. The interpretation I x-agrees with the inter-
pretation J iff I(s) = J (s) for all symbols s in L, but possibly x.

Definition 3. Given a DC∗ language L, and an interpretation I of the symbols
of L. The relation I, [τ1, τ2] |= ϕ for [τ1, τ2] ∈ I and formulas ϕ in L is defined
by induction on the construction of ϕ as follows:

I, [τ1, τ2] 6|= ⊥
I, [τ1, τ2] |= R(τ1, . . . , τn) iff I(R)(Iτ2

τ1
(t1), . . . , Iτ2

τ1
(tn)) = 1

I, [τ1, τ2] |= ¬ϕ iff I, [τ1, τ2] 6|= ϕ
I, [τ1, τ2] |= (ϕ ∨ ψ) iff either I, [τ1, τ2] |= ϕ or I, [τ1, τ2] |= ψ
I, [τ1, τ2] |= (ϕ_ψ) iff I, [τ1, τ ] |= ϕ and I, [τ, τ2] |= ψ

for some τ ∈ [τ1, τ2]
I, [τ1, τ2] |= (ϕ∗) iff either τ1 = τ2, or there exist τ ′1, . . . , τ

′
n ∈ R

such that τ1 = τ ′1 < . . . < τ ′n = τ2 and
I, [τ ′i , τ

′
i+1] |= ϕ for i = 1, . . . , n− 1

I, [τ1, τ2] |= ∃xϕ iff J , [τ1, τ2] |= ϕ for some J that
x-agrees with I

Note that only the modelling relation |=, and not the interpretations I, makes
the difference between DC∗ and DC. Besides, the clauses that define the inter-
pretation of constructs other than ∗ in DC∗ are the same as in DC. This entails
that DC∗ is a conservative extension of DC.

The language definition in Section 2.1 introduces a minimal set of DC∗ syn-
tactic elements just in order to enable the concise definition of DC∗ semantics in
Section 2.2. We use the customary infix notation for terms with +, and formulas
with ≤ and = occurring in them. We introduce the constant >, the boolean
connectives ∧, ⇒ and ⇔, the relation symbols 6=, ≥, < and >, and the ∀ quan-
tifier as abbreviations in the usual way. We assume that boolean connectives
bind more tightly than _. Since _ is associative, we omit parentheses in for-
mulas that contain consecutive occurrences of _. Besides, we use the following
abbreviations, that are generally accepted in Duration Calculus:

1 =̂ ¬0
ddSee =̂

∫
S =

∫
1 ∧ ∫

1 6= 0
3ϕ =̂ >_ϕ_>
2ϕ =̂ ¬3¬ϕ
(ϕ+) =̂ ϕ_(ϕ∗)
ϕ0 =̂

∫
1 = 0

ϕk =̂ ϕ_. . . _ϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

for k > 0
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The proof system for DC∗ consists of a complete Hilbert-style proof system
for first order logic (cf. e.g. [16]), axioms and rules for interval logic (cf. e.g.
[5]), Duration Calculus axioms and rules ([6]) and axioms about iteration ([8]).
Since the proof system for Interval Logic and Duration Calculus have become
well-known, we list here axioms about iteration only.

Axioms about iteration

(DC∗1 )
∫

1 = 0 ⇒ ϕ∗

(DC∗2 ) (ϕ∗ _ϕ) ⇒ ϕ∗

(DC∗3 ) (ϕ∗ ∧ ψ_>) ⇒ (ψ ∧ ∫
1 = 0_>) ∨ (((ϕ∗ ∧ ¬ψ_ϕ) ∧ ψ)_>).

This proof system does not make DC∗ complete. The completeness is achieved
when we restrict ourselves to the case that the formulas under ∗ are simple. We
define simple DC∗ formulas as follows.

Definition 4. Simple DC∗ formulas are defined by the following BNF:

ϕ =̂ ddSee | a ≤ ∫
1 | ∫

1 ≤ a | (ϕ ∨ ϕ) | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | (ϕ_ϕ) | ϕ∗

The class of simple formulas forms the design language, and can be translated
to a real-time program as shown in the section 4. For simplifying the presentation
in the next section, we introduce the notion PREF(D) for any simple formula
D. Intuitively, PREF(D) is a simple formula that holds for all prefixes of an
interval that validates D.

Definition 5. Given a simple DC∗ formula ϕ, we define a simple DC∗ formula
PREF(ϕ) as follows.

1. PREF(ddSee) =̂ ddSee∗
2. PREF(a ≤ ∫

1) =̂
∫

1 ≥ 0
3. PREF(

∫
1 ≤ a) =̂

∫
1 ≤ a

4. PREF(ϕ ∨ ϕ′) =̂ PREF(ϕ) ∨ PREF(ϕ′)
5. PREF(ϕ ∧ ϕ′) =̂ PREF(ϕ) ∧ PREF(ϕ′)
6. PREF(ϕ_ϕ′) =̂ PREF(ϕ) ∨ (ϕ_PREF(ϕ′))
7. PREF(ϕ∗) =̂ ϕ∗ _PREF(ϕ)

It follows immediately from the definition that

Proposition 1. ϕ ⇒ ¬(¬PREF(ϕ)_>).

3 Projection over a state and semantic of real-time
programs

In fact, with the state durations, Duration Calculus has introduced a very general
projection operator over time. Taking the duration

∫
P of a state expression

P over an interval, we ignore the time at which P is absent. So,
∫

P can be
considered as a sort of projection of the interval over the parts that P is present.
Following Moszkowski’s approach [10], we can define a projection of a formula
(a relation on DC formulas and state expressions) as follows.
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Definition 6. Let D be a DC∗ formula (to avoid confusion, we assume that no
abbreviation is used in the formula), H be a state expression. Let D/H be the
DC formula obtained from D by replacing each duration

∫
E by

∫
(E)∧H, where

E is a state expression. D/H is called projection of D over H.

Example: ddHee/H ≡ ∫
H > 0, dd¬Hee/H ≡ ⊥, dd¬Hee∗/H ≡ ∫

H = 0 (Recall
that ddHee =̂

∫
H =

∫
1 ∧ ∫

1 > 0).
So, the projection maps a DC formula to a DC formula syntactically. Se-

mantically, only the part of time intervals at which H is true plays role in the
evaluation of the formula D/H. This property is shown by the following theo-
rem. Given an interpretation I such that limt→∞

∫ t

0
HI(t)dt = ∞, which means

that δ(t) =̂
∫ t

0
HI(t)dt (see Fig. 1) is a non-decreasing function from R onto

R (recall that for a state variable P , PI(t) is the interpretation of P under I,
which is a {0, 1}-valued function of time). Let us define an interpretation IH by
PIH

(δ(t)) =̂ min{PI(t′) | δ(t) = δ(t′)} for all state variables P . It can be seen
that if PI(t) is finitely variable then so is PIH (t).

H H

(a)δ (b)δ

H H

a b

Fig. 1. Projection on a state

Theorem 1. For any interpretation I, for any interval [a, b] it holds that
I, [a, b] |= D/H if and only if IH , [δ(a), δ(b)] |= D ∧ ddHee∗.

Proof. The proof is based on induction on the structure of the formula D. Note
that for any state expression P it holds that

∫ b

a
(P ∧H)I(t)dt =

∫ δ(b)

δ(a)
PIH

(t)dt.
Let D be a formula of the form R(r1, . . . , rm), where r1, . . . , rm are terms, R

is a relation. It follows from the definition of semantics that Ib
a(ri[P |(P ∧H)]) =

IH
δ(b)
δ(a)(ri) for all i ≤ m. Hence the basic case is verified. Let D = ¬D′. Then

I, [a, b] |= D/H iff I, [a, b] |= ¬D′/H which is the same as I, [a, b] 6|= D′/H.
By the inductive hypothesis, this equivalent to IH , [δ(a), δ(b)] 6|= D′. The case is
verified. Other cases can be verified trivially in the same way.

Theorem 1 says that the projection is a way to map two formulas and their
models accordingly. From this theorem, we can expand a point to an interval for
which we can give arbitrary behaviour to the state variables without changing
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the truth value of a formula D if we can make sure that D would not refer to
the behaviour of the states in that interval. We do so by introducing a new state
variable H that is valued to 0 for that interval and to 1 out of it, and then
modifying D to D/H.

Theorem 2. For any formula D, state variables H, H1,H2 that do not occur in
D

1. |= D if and only if |= D/H
2. D ≡ D′ iff (D/H) ≡ (D′/H)
3. D/H ∧ ddHee ⇒ D
4. D/H_dd¬Hee ⇒ D/H
5. dd¬Hee_D/H ⇒ D/H
6. (D′ _dd¬Hee) ∧D/H ⇒ (D′ ∧D/H)_dd¬Hee
7. (dd¬Hee_D′) ∧D/H ⇒ dd¬Hee_(D′ ∧D/H)
8. (D/H1)/H2 ≡ D/(H1 ∧H2)

Proof. Straightforward from the definition of DC semantic and Theorem 1.

Note that the projection over a state is just a way to form a class of DC
formulas. Given a formula D, its projection over a state H is a formula in the class
resulting from the substitution

∫
(E)∧H for

∫
E in D. Because the substitution is

at the atomic level, it is compositional. Hence, the projection is distributive over
all other operators (_,¬,∧,∨, ∃). This means that (D∧D′)/H = D/H ∧D′/H,
(D_D′)/H = D/H_D′/H, (D ∨D′)/H = (D/H ∨D′/H),

Definition 7. A DC∗ formula D is said to be compositional w.r.t. a state vari-
able H iff D is of the form D1/H ∧D2/¬H for some D1 and D2.

The definition can be explained as follows. Suppose that there are two pro-
cesses in the system. D1/H and D2/¬H are the specification of the first and the
second process, respectively. Let E be a DC formula specifying the assumption
about environment. Then, the specification of the interleaving composition of
the two processes will be E ∧D1/H ∧D2/¬H. Let R be the requirement of the
system. Then, what we have to verify for the system is E∧D1/H∧D2/¬H ⇒ R

Now we use simple DC∗ and projections to give semantic for real-time pro-
gramming language with shared variables taking into account the true synchrony
hypothesis. Because (original) DC formulas cannot specify a point property, our
idea is to ‘expand’ a point to an interval and make the interval to be ‘ignored’
in the time constraints using projections.

Let a real-time program be of the form P1 ‖ . . . ‖ Pn, where Pi’s are
processes. A process Pi is generated by the following grammar:

P =̂ skip | x := E(x) | delay d | P ; P | P ¢ b ¤ P | while b do P | await b

where x is a share variable, b is a boolean expression.
skip does nothing, delay d makes the process wait d time units, P ;P is

the sequential composition of processes, P ¢ b ¤ P is the conditional branch,
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while b do P is the loop command, and await b make the process waiting until
condition b is true.

In order to give semantic to P , we introduce a state variable V (visible) to
express the non negligible time. For the operations that take no time, we expand
the time point at which they happen to an interval of negligible time, i.e. V is
absent (0) for the whole interval. For expressing the synchronisation between
processes, we assume that each process is associated with state variables Wi and
Ri. Proposition Ri is true exactly at those time points when actions involving
share variables of Pi are taking place (i.e. the Pi needs resources). Wi is true at
those time points where the process has terminated.

Each process P will have termination semantic M[P ] and non-termination
semantic M′[P ]. We use maximal semantic in a sense that the termination se-
mantic will be a DC formula expressing the behaviour in the interval from the
beginning to the end of the execution, while the nontermination semantic will
be a DC formula expressing the prefixes of the infinite behaviour in all intervals
from the beginning to any ‘big enough’ time point.

Semantic of skip (in process Pi):

M[skip] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee
M′[skip] =̂ false

Semantic of x := E(x) (in process Pi):

M[x := E(x)] =̂ (dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
((∃v)(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = E(v)ee)))
_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)

M′[x := E(x)] =̂ false

The quantification (∃v) is indeed the quantification over state variable, not
over a global variable. Thus, in fact we have to use the high-order DC∗ in this
case. For the assignment of the form x := c, we can eliminate the use of high-
order and define

M[x := c] =̂ (dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_ddRi ∧ ¬V ∧ x = cee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)

The semantic is very intuitive and clear. The process could perform the as-
signment if it has resources during the execution. The command begins, then
action is taking place, and then terminates. The execution is not interfered by
any other process (the assignment is atomic). The function of the command is
expressed as that if the value at the beginning of the execution is v then on
terminating, the value of x will be E(v). The time for executing the command
is negligible.

Semantic of delay d (in process Pi): Delay makes the process stay idle (it could
do nothing) for d real time units, and during that time the process should not
interfere the others.
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M[delay d] =̂ dd¬Riee ∧
∫

V = d
M′[delay d] =̂ false

It is noted that here, only the non negligible time is counted for the delay.

Semantic of P ; P ′ (in process Pi):

M[P ; P ′] =̂ M[P ]_M[P ′]
M′[P ;P ′] =̂ M′[P ] ∨M[P ]_M′[P ′]

Semantic of P¢b¤P ′ (in process Pi):

M[P ¢ b ¤ P ′] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
((ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M[P ]) ∨ (dd¬b ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M[P ′]))

M′[P ¢ b ¤ P ′] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
((ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M′[P ]) ∨ (dd¬b ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M′[P ′]))

Here we should note that the resources are needed at least during the checking
of the condition b. After that, the process may still need resources depending on
P and P ′.

Semantic of while b do P (in process Pi):

M[while b do P] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
((ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M[P ])∗ _(dd¬b ∧ ¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee))

M′[while b do P] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_(
(((ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M[P ])∗) _

(ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M′[P ]))∨
(ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_M[P ])+ _PREF(M[P ]))

Semantic of await b (in process Pi): The command await b keeps the process
waiting until b is true. The condition b may be true when the process starts
the command. In this case, the time it waits is negligible. To make the program
working in the interleaving style, we enforce that the process should lock the
resource for a virtual time period upon the termination of the command.

M[await b] =̂ (dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)∨
(dd¬Ri ∧ ¬bee_ddb ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)

M′[await b] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬bee

Semantic of Programs: Let us formulate some assumptions of the execution of
a program:

Any change of the value of x should be made by an assignment:

A1 =̂ (ddx = vee_ddx = v′ee) ∧ v 6= v′ ⇒ 3dd¬V ee
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Semantic is an interleaving one

A2 =̂ dd∧i6=j¬(Ri ∧Rj)ee

Program terminates if all processes terminate.

A3 =̂ dd∧i≤nWiee ⇒ dd¬V ee

Now the semantic for the program P1 ‖ . . . ‖ Pn is given as (we use S[P ]
to denote the termination semantic and S ′[P ] to denote the nontermination
semantic of a program P to distinguish with the semantic of a process)

S[P1 ‖ . . . ‖ Pn] =̂ A1 ∧ A2 ∧ A3 ∧ ∧i≤n(M[Pi]_dd¬Ri ∧Wiee)
S ′[P1 ‖ . . . ‖ Pn] =̂ A1 ∧ A2 ∧ A3 ∧ (

∨
∅6=J⊆{1,...,n}

∧i∈JM′[Pi] ∧ ∧i∈{1,...,n}\J(M[Pi]_dd¬Ri ∧Wiee))

Advantages of this semantics:

– The semantic is intuitive and simple, using only simple DC formulas, no
extension is needed

– Nonterminating behaviour of loop can be modelled precisely
– There is no concept of points, only that of intervals, and it is much easier to

handle with intervals than with points.
– It is easy to be converted to the interleaving trace semantics when time is

not taken into account.
– Commands in a process are separated by a virtual period in which process

in not running
– The semantic is compositional in the sense that it is defined by conjunction

of the semantics of its components (and environment assumption)
– As expressive as EDC (Extended Duration Calculus, [4]).

Let us consider the following examples.

Example 1 Let P1 =̂ delay 1; x := x+1; delay 1, P2 =̂ delay 1;x := x+2; delay 1.
Let P =̂ P1 ‖ P2. We expect that P satisfies D =̂ (∃v)((ddx = vee∧∫

1 = 1)_(ddx =
v + 3ee ∧ ∫

1 = 1)). Indeed, this can be derived from our semantics.

M[P1] = (dd¬R1ee ∧
∫

V = 1)_

((dd¬R1ee_((∃v)(ddR1ee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = v + 1ee)))_dd¬R1ee)∧
dd¬V ee)_

(dd¬R1ee ∧
∫

V = 1)
M[P2] = (dd¬R2ee ∧

∫
V = 1)_

((dd¬R2ee_((∃v)(ddR2ee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = v + 2ee)))_dd¬R2ee)∧
dd¬V ee)_

(dd¬R2ee ∧
∫

V = 1)
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Now, it is easy to derive S[P ] taking into account A1 and A2.

M[P1] ∧M[P2] ∧ A1 ∧ A2 ⇒ (∃v)((dd¬R1 ∧ ¬R2ee ∧
∫

V = 1 ∧ ddx = vee)_

(((((ddR1ee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = v + 1ee)))_

dd¬R1 ∨ ¬R2ee_
(ddR2ee ∧ (ddx = v + 1ee_ddx = v + 3ee)))

∨
(((ddR1ee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = v + 2ee)))_

dd¬R1 ∨ ¬R2ee_
(ddR2ee ∧ (ddx = v + 2ee_ddx = v + 3ee))))
∧dd¬V ee)_

(dd¬R2 ∧ ¬R1ee ∧
∫

V = 1 ∧ ddx = v + 3ee))
⇒ (∃v)((ddx = vee ∧ ∫

V = 1)_

(ddx = v + 3ee ∧ ∫
V = 1))

From Theorem 2, this means that S[P ] ⇒ D/V .

Example 2 Let P =̂ x := 1; delay 1;x := x + 1; x := x + 1; delay 1. Then,

M[x := 1] = (dd¬Ree_(∃v)(ddRee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = 1ee))_dd¬Ree)∧
dd¬V ee

M[delay 1] = dd¬Ree ∧ ∫
V = 1

M[x := x + 1] = (dd¬Ree_(∃v)(ddRee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = v + 1ee))_dd¬Ree)∧
dd¬V ee

Therefore (note that S[P ] is different from M[P ]),

S[P ] = ((dd¬Ree_((∃v)(ddRee ∧ (ddx = vee_ddx = 1ee))_dd¬Ree))∧
dd¬V ee)_

(ddx = 1 ∧ ¬Ree ∧ ∫
V = 1)_

((dd¬Ree_((ddRee ∧ (ddx = 1ee_ddx = 2ee))_dd¬Ree)) ∧ dd¬V ee)_

((dd¬Ree_(ddRee_(ddx = 2ee_ddx = 3ee))dd¬Ree) ∧ dd¬V ee)_

(ddx = 3 ∧ ¬Ree ∧ ∫
V = 1)

From Theorem 2 and DC∗ axioms and rules, it follows that

S[P ] ⇒ ∫
V = 0_(dd¬R ∧ x = 1ee ∧ ∫

V = 1)_
∫

V = 0_(dd¬R ∧ x = 3ee ∧ ∫
V = 1)

Let P ′ =̂ x := 1; delay 1;x := x + 2; delay 1.
Similarly we have S[P ′] ⇒ ∫

V = 0_(dd¬R ∧ x = 1ee ∧ ∫
V = 1)_

∫
V =

0_(dd¬R∧ x = 3ee ∧ ∫
V = 1). So, these two programs satisfy the same specifica-

tion, but they are not equivalent. Of course, S ′[P ] = S ′[P ′] = ⊥

4 Verification with Projections

In this section, we brief our technique for the verification for the safety require-
ments of real-time programs in DC. Because we need neither to handle with
point intervals nor any special structure of time, the technique is quite simple.
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As said earlier, the variables Ri, V , Wi in the definition of program seman-
tic are introduced in the implementation stage of the development of real-time
systems, and they should not occur in the specification stage of the system de-
velopment. From Theorem 1, we define the satisfaction of a specification D by
a program P as follows.

Definition 8. Let D be a DC∗ formula in which there is no occurrence of the
state variable V . A program P satisfies D (denoted by P sat D) iff S[P ] ⇒ D/V
and S ′[P ] ⇒ D/V

(The specification should be modified to allow the refinement of time).
Now, the proof of P sat D can be done by using the DC proof system. A

set of verification rules based on the DC∗ proof system might be developed to
support the proof. We illustrate our technique via the classical real-time mutual
exclusion protocol proposed by Fischer.

Assume that there are two processes. They use a share variable v initialised
to 0. The requirement of the protocol is that the two processes are never in their
critical section at the same time.

The protocol P is as follows. P =̂ P1 ‖ P2, where the process Pi is defined by

v := 0;while true do
await v = 0;
delay 1;
v := i;
delay 2;
(CSi; v := 0) ¢ v = i ¤ skip;

For simplicity, we overload CSi to be a state variable specifying the execution
of the command CSi. We assign the semantic for the command CSi as

M[CSi] =̂ dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_ddCSi ∧ V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee
M′[CSi] =̂ ⊥

which means that the process should not hold (shared) resources on entering and
on outgoing and during the critical section (otherwise, it is trivial). The critical
section takes time. The requirement for the protocol is that the two processes
should not be in the critical section at the same time for a nonzero period of
time. We formalise the requirement as the DC formula

R =̂ 2¬(ddCS1ee ∧ ddCS2ee)
First we compute the semantic M′[Pi] (M[Pi] = ⊥).

M′[Pi] =̂ ((dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_((∃c)(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee ∧ (ddv = cee_ddv = 0ee)))_

dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)_

(dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_((ddRi ∧ ¬V ee_M[Bi])∗) _

(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee_M′[Bi])))∨

((dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_((∃c)(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee ∧ (ddv = cee_ddv = 0ee)))_

dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)_

(dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee_M[Bi])+ _PREF(M[Bi])))

12



where Bi is the body of the while loop.

M′[Bi] = dd¬Ri ∧ v 6= 0ee

M[Bi] = ((dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_ddRi ∧ v = 0 ∧ ¬V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)∨
(dd¬Ri ∧ v 6= 0ee_ddRi ∧ v = 0 ∧ ¬V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee))_

(dd¬Riee ∧
∫

V = 1)_

(dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_((∃c)(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee ∧ (ddx = cee_ddx = iee)))_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)_

(dd¬Riee ∧
∫

V = 2)_

dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
(((ddv = i ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
ddRi ∧ CSi ∧ V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_
((∃c)(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee ∧ (ddx = cee_ddx = 0ee)))_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee))∨

(ddv 6= i ∧Ri ∧ ¬V ee_dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee))
Now, it is not difficult to see that

S ′[P1 ‖ P2] = A1 ∧ A2 ∧M′[P1] ∧M′[P2]
= A1 ∧ A2∧

∧2
i=1




(dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_((∃c)(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee ∧ (ddv = cee_ddv = 0ee)))_

dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee)_

(dd¬Ri ∧ ¬V ee_(ddRi ∧ ¬V ee_M[Bi])+ _PREF(M[Bi]))




We will give here a sketch for the proof of the correctness of the protocol
only.

Lemma 1. For i = 1, 2

1. S ′[P1 ‖ P2] ⇒ 2(ddv = 0ee_ddv 6= iee_ddv = iee ⇒ ∫
V ≤ 1)

2. S ′[P1 ‖ P2] ⇒ 2(ddv = iee_¬ddv = iee_ddv = iee ⇒ ∫
V ≥ 3)

Lemma 2. For i = 1, 2

1. S ′[P1 ‖ P2] ⇒ 2(ddv = iee_∫
V ≤ 2_ddv = iee ⇒ ddv = iee)

2. S ′[P1 ‖ P2] ⇒ 2(ddCSiee ⇒ ddv = iee)
It follows immediately from Lemma 2 that

Theorem 3.

S ′[P1 ‖ P2] ⇒ 2((ddCS1 ⇒ V ee ∧ ddCS2 ⇒ V ee) ∧ ¬(ddCS1ee ∧ ddCS2ee))
It should be noticed here that according to Theorem 2, 2((ddCS1 ⇒ V ee∧ddCS2 ⇒
V ee)∧¬(ddCS1ee∧ddCS2ee)) ⇒ 2¬(

∫
CS1 =

∫
V ∧∫

CS2 =
∫

V ∧∫
V > 0), which

says that P1 ‖ P2 sat R.
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5 Conclusion

We have presented our technique to overcome the challenges in giving semantics
to real-time parallel programs with shared variables. The technique is simple and
based on the classical notions of regular expressions and projections. The seman-
tic of real-time parallel programs with shared variables given in the papers is
quite natural and flexible in a sense that it is easy to modify according to the im-
plementation policy. Our work in the future is to give a set of rules for reasoning
about real-time programs with shared variables based on this technique.
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